“The greatest success was helping parents realize they are not alone. All
parents are trying their best and need support sometimes.” - Facilitator
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“I love seeing the beauty of this program- that it truly
supports families and give them power to resolve
their own issues and help each other.”

-a new facilitator highlight of first their group

“I liked the fact when one dad came a few weeks late,
there was no judgement by the others. All accepted him.
The men made connections.”
-A volunteer facilitator (dad) comments about acceptance in NPP dads' groups
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The NOBODY’S PERFECT PARENTING PROGRAM is a community-based parenting education and support
program developed specifically for parents of children (birth through age five) who may be young, single,
socially, culturally or geographically isolated, or who may have limited formal education and low income. The
program has been offered in every Canadian province and territory and has been one of the most popular
parenting programs in the country for over 30 years!
NOBODY’S PERFECT goal is to improve participants’ capabilities and to improve and maintain the health of their
children. It is a Canadian best practice, with clear measured impacts on positive parenting which can be readily
adapted to all cultures.

The objectives are to:
⇒

promote positive parenting;

⇒

increase parents’ understanding of children’s health, safety and behaviour;

⇒

help parents build on the skills they have and learn new ones;

⇒

improve parents’ self-esteem and coping skills;

⇒

increase self-help and mutual support, and;

⇒

bring parents in contact with community services and resources.

NOBODY’S PERFECT (NPP) is offered by trained facilitators to parents general in weekly sessions. It is based on
adult learning principles using a learner-centered and strengths-based empowerment model where the parents’
own experiences are recognized and valued. The program builds on their existing knowledge and skills through
interactive group discussion and problem-solving learning activities.

At Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba, we are funded by Healthy Child Manitoba to provide support, training and
coordination of the program within the province, through Youville Centre. We liaise with the Public Health
Agency of Canada and the other provinces to ensure that quality assurance standards are achieved.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
2017 - 2018
2018 marked 30 years since Nobody’s
Perfect Parenting was introduced in
Manitoba, initially funded by Health
Canada and Manitoba Health. The
Advisory Committee members shared
coordination duties then.

INSIDE THIS REPORT
→ What is Nobody’s Perfect?
→ Highlights of 2017 - 2018
→ Message from Provincial
Coordinator – Provincial and
National Updates
→ Deliverables and Numbers
→ Facilitator Updates
→ Agency partners and Award winners
→ Looking ahead in 2018 - 2019

Through the years, NPP Manitoba has seen:

“I always enjoy facilitating this program and meeting
new parents. It is fulfilling to be one of the first
contacts to our centre and to try and introduce them
to the parenting supports we offer. The Nobody's
Perfect Program is often the first parenting program
many parents take at our centre.”
- Facilitator
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 Increased numbers of facilitators to
deliver the program.
 Increased number of agencies offering
the program.
 Change from Public health delivery to
early years and family resource
delivery
 A Part-time Nobody’s Perfect
Coordinator position created first by
the province of Manitoba, then
supported by the Addictions
Foundation of Manitoba and
eventually administered by Youville
Clinic Inc
 Increased number of parents,
especially fathers, participating in the
program.
 Increased parenting abilities,
confidence, coping skills and self-image
and enhanced parent-child
relationships.
 Increased mutual support among
participants.
 Manitoba become a leader in program
delivery across Canada and is looked to
as a sustainable and successful
coordination and training model for
other provinces
 Facilitator, trainer and master trainer,
training standards put in place
 NPP National (Public Health Agency of
Canada) able to promote NPP as best
practice and take it internationally!
 Little core funding changes or
increases from provincial government
 Parent kits revised
twice
2017
2018and the prices
of have significantly increased
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NOBODY’S PERFECT MANITOBA PROVINCIAL OFFICE
COORDINATOR UPDATE:
We had a very busy 2017 2018! NPP Manitoba was awarded a Winnipeg
Foundation Grant for our Dads Engaging Dads project and a Manitoba Community
Services Grant for our Side by Side project. Each project utilized peer fathers to
recruit and help facilitate Nobody’s Perfect Dads groups. Highlight was our Super
Dads = Super Kids Family Fun Day held in March with approximately 350 fathers,
children, family and volunteers attending. NPP Manitoba is now creating a collaborative network to
promote knowledge sharing among program facilitators and their agencies. A two day provincial NPP
conference was well attended in January that featured father focused content. The projects will
continue as there has been a ripple effect of an increase of fathers wanting access to programs!
NPP Manitoba/Dad Central created 10 Nobody’s Perfect father focused tip sheets based on best
practices in child health promotion for the Public Health Agency of Canada. Topic areas include the
existing Nobody’s Perfect tip sheet themes of: Body, Mind,
Safety, Behaviour and Parents. These tip sheets also include
fun and interactive parent child activities! They are currently in
the French translation and design phase.

THE 2017 2018 NOBODY’S PERFECT STEERING COMMITTEE UPDATE:
Nobody’s Perfect is funded by Healthy Child Manitoba and Youville Centre holds the service
agreement with them. Provincial coordination of the program is done by a part-time
Coordinator. A Steering Committee is made up of members from program stakeholders and
interested organizations. Members are responsible for making recommendations and advice on
the overall strategic direction, goal setting and coordination of Nobody's Perfect in Manitoba.
As well, they actively support and contribute to completing the activities outlined in Schedule A
of the service agreement. The committee meets up to 5 times a year.
Toni Tilston-Jones
Sandy Kostyniuk/Lisa Kehler
Tammy Hossack
Terrie Redekopp
Gabriela Galli
Tricia Robinson
Vicki Olatundun
Les O’Neill
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Youville Centre
Public Health Agency of Canada
Little Teaching Lodge Head Start, Brandon
Pregnancy Family Support Services
Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network
South Winnipeg Family Resource Centre
Steinbach Family Resource Centre
Addictions Foundation of Manitoba
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NOBODY’S PERFECT NATIONAL UPDATE:

“I am pleased to announce that the Public Health Agency of Canada is celebrating the 30th anniversary of the Nobody’s Perfect
parenting program; a milestone that would not have been possible without support and dedication from you, and our community,
provincial, territorial and international partners. Looking back, it is clear that the program was developed in true Nobody’s Perfect
fashion - with parents at the center of the decision making - identifying what topics should be discussed, what materials should look like,
and how the program would work for them. This information eventually became the basis for the core program resources – a set of five
books: Body, Safety, Mind, Behaviour and Parents as well as the participant-centered philosophy on which the program is built. Over the
years, thousands of people have been trained as Nobody’s Perfect facilitators and many thousands of parents have participated in the
program across Canada. The demand for training continues even after 30 years, as organizations continue to see the benefits of the
program’s flexible design for the parents that they serve. The program has been translated into several languages and been adapted for
other cultures and countries including Japan, Chile and Mexico. International interest in Nobody’s Perfect continues as other countries
look at implementing the program. In 2016, information from the Nobody’s Perfect program was adapted into a wide variety of tip
sheets and made available online for the general public. Parenting can be rewarding and challenging at the same time. Support for
parents, especially in the early years, is crucial for everyone, but particularly so for vulnerable parents. I wish to extend my gratitude to
all those who have made this program a success over the years and to those who continue to support parents of young children through
the Nobody’s Perfect program across Canada and throughout the world. Here’s to another 30 years!”
Anna Romano - Director General, Centre for Health Promotion/Public Health Agency of Canada

Nobody’s Perfect International:
The government of Vietnam has entered an agreement with the Public Health Agency of Canada to adapt Nobody’s
Perfect for their country. UNICEF, with the help from Ryerson University in Toronto, will be overseeing a pilot project and
training. They reviewed 29 different parenting programs from across the world and felt that NPP was the program that
met their needs. Queens University from Belfast Ireland and Harvard
University will be doing an evaluation on the project. As a master trainer
“I have facilitated two sessions now and I
for NPP, our very own Manitoba Coordinator will travel to Hanoi in
September 2018 to conduct 2 facilitator trainings. The Coordinator is
feel stronger and more confident in my
excited
and proud to represent our province, country and of course, our
skills. I keep bringing things back to the
wonderful program with the Vietnamese! This is a great opportunity for
group for their responses.
NPP Manitoba!

The (NPP) facilitator training was an
amazing four days of learning and the
learning format really worked! I really
learned more about myself and how little
you really control in a session. It is the
parents who are in charge and I am their
‘guide on the side!”

– New Facilitator
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“I loved the connection the
parents made with one another.
I saw them exchanging numbers
and setting up times to get
together with their children.
Seeing them build their circles
of support was, to me, a great
success” - Facilitator

DELIVERABLES AND NUMBERS* (April 1 2017 to March 31 2018)
* NOTE THAT NOT ALL GROUPS ARE REPORTED TO PROVINCIAL OFFICE. IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT WITH THE SWITCHOVER TO THE NATIONAL DATA
COLLECTION TOOL INSTEAD OF REPORTING DIRECTLY, SOME INFORMATION WILL BE MISSED UNTIL FACILITATORS ARE USED TO THE NEW REPORTING PROCEDURES.



49 Groups



480 Parents

2 @ 1:1 sessions
23 sessions inside Winnipeg

678 contact hours
26 sessions outside Winnipeg

383 moms and 97 dads

141 parents identifying as Newcomers and 218 as Indigenous

 Parent groups were offered in English, French, Arabic and other language supports


39 different Agencies offered NPP around the province this year



730 Parent kits were distributed to program facilitators April 1, 2017 to March 31 2018



70 new Facilitators were trained with 31 being certified this year



259 participants attended a professional learning workshop or session delivered by
NPP Manitoba this year
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2017 – 2018 FINANCES AND OPERATIONS
Revenue reported was received through core funding from Healthy Child Manitoba, facilitator training
registration fees and purchases of parent kits. Expenses reported reflect all normal NPP Manitoba spending.
The Dads engaging Dads and Side by Side grant projects will reported on in our 2018 2019 report.
A full report can be obtained by contacting the Provincial Coordinator.

Total: $85,676

BUILDING CAPACITIES
Comments from facilitators:
"We always start with Parent/child Circle Rhyme time.
Parents love the role plays, round table discussions,
and the hands on healthy snack making.”
“…Listening to parents talk about using the books
and problem solving technique at home with their
children. Parents felt they had resources now to use
for parenting their children. Many parents commented
that their level of confidence for parenting their
children had increased.”
“…Having the parents in our group have those "Ah-ha"
moments.”
"…Incorporating games that got the group engaged in
learning.”
“…Being able to listen and provide resources on the
topics expressed by the group."
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Total: $85,271

SUCCESSES
Comments from Steering Committee about 2017:
• connecting to My Dad Matters programming
has built new partnerships and increased
father involvement in Manitoba
• the building and ongoing strengthening of
partnerships
• involving more dads, increasing groups and
more engaged participants
• Dads Conference
• Increased Recognition : CTV TV spot and the
Dads Conference
• New partnerships with agencies
• More increased dad involvement
• New booklets and booklets in other
languages
• Focus on supporting being inclusive of dads
• Partnerships
• Dads workshops for facilitators
• Increased # facilitators trained
• Increased # parents reached
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2017 – 2018 PROGRAM DELIVERY
NEWLY CERTIFIED FACILITATORS!
(April 1 2017 to March 31 2018)

Ajaouani

Arafat

Amyotte

Angela

Assaf

Roula

Baptiste

Nicole

Bettencourt

Kristine

Boucher

Rick

Bremaud

Melanie

Brown

Erin

Burki

Amna

Constant

Erika

Cormie

Joan

Crane

Shawna

Ewen

Terri

Funari

Kristin

Halley

Jennifer

Heinrichs

Melanie

Hope

Herman

Hutchings

Ainsley

Ibrahim

Amal

Khani

Mina

Kirkness

Jacinda

Lathlin

Treena

Liwanag

Jemie

MacKenzie

Nadine

Merchant

Nikhat

Myran

Helen

Neumann

Candace

Palmer

Karen

Pranteau

Melanie

Thies

Charlena

Wang

Guoyan

Zimmerman

Matt

AGENCIES WHO REPORTED DELIVERING NPP

(April 1 2017 to March 31 2018)

Alpha House Project
ANCR All Nations Family Resource Centre
Andrews Street Family Centre
Assiniboine Regional Health Authority
Brandon Friendship Centre
Camperville Family Resource Centre Inc
Centre de la petite enfance et de la famille Saint-Joachim*
CPEF Ecole Christine Lesperance*
Crisis Pregnancy Centre
Dakota Ojibway Child and Family Services
Dauphin Friendship Centre
Dufferin School Winnipeg 1 School Division*
Ecole Varennes Family Centre
Elie Community Club*
Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre
Family Dynamics
Ka Ni Kanichink Inc
IRCOM
Little Red Spirit Aboriginal Head Start
Long Plain First Nation - Brighter Futures
Maternal Health Long Plain Health Services
Marion Family Place
Maternal Health Long Plain Health Services*
Misipawistik Health Authority - Jordan's Principle*
Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network
Parkland Crisis Centre
Peguis Family Centre
Point Douglas Women’s Centre
Prairie Mountain Health
River East Transcona School Division
Shilo Military Family Resource Centre
Southquill Health Services*
Southquill Aboriginal Head Start*
South Winnipeg Information Centre
Steinbach Family Resource Centre
The Parent Child Connection- Assiniboine North Coalition
The Pas Family Resource Center
Tupper Street Family Resource Centre
Westman Immigrant Services
Wolseley Family Place
*new agency

PROGRAM AWARD WINNERS FOR 2017-2018 ARE…





ANCR All Nations Family Resource Centre
Dauphin Friendship Centre
Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network
Crisis Pregnancy Centre -Terrie Redekopp
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Most parents attending
Most 1:1 sessions offered
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NPP Facilitators comment on the
Provincial Celebrating 30 years
Knowledge Sharing Day on February 1st:
“I met great people.”
“I learned new activities to use in
various groups.”
“Learning new games / energizers.”
“Networking / learning from other
participants' experiences.”
“Great way to end the day with the
Red Nose Diaries!”
“I love the energy and passion you
have for your work and
Nobody’s Perfect”
“Knowledge sharing café was
great. Lots of info. Thanks.”
“I have tools to use next week with
dads! Thank you.”

Celebrating 30 years in Manitoba as a parenting
program is a huge milestone!

I have had the privilege of working as the Manitoba
Provincial Coordinator for the past 10+ years. The fact that I
can’t believe its 10 years already speaks to the many
strengths about the NPP family! I believe in its philosophy. It
is flexible, diverse, participant driven, strengths based,
informative, supportive, and most of all - fun!
As coordinator, I have reflected on the work we have done to
strengthen families in Manitoba. These words come to mind
when I think about the facilitators and agencies who
continue to deliver the program:
Dedicated
This was a trivia contest held for facilitators: (prizes
Resilient
were mailed out in March) Can you answer them?
Compassionate

-Carmen-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Where in Canada was Nobody’s Perfect first developed?
What is the Goal of Nobody’s Perfect?
What year was Nobody’s Perfect introduced in
Manitoba? In Canada?
What languages are the tip sheets available in?
What does Nobody’s Perfect Parenting mean to you?
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LOOKING AHEAD 2018 – 2019
Priorities:

→ DIVERSIFY / ENHANCE REVENUE
o Lobby for increased core funding
o Find corporate partners/sponsors
→ PROFESSIONAL LEARNING WORKSHOPS
o Supports NPP facilitator standards and
certification
o Engages people – builds relationships /
expands program reach/ builds
community of practice within NPP
facilitators
o Generates revenue
→ DAD CENTRAL MANITOBA
o Continue with NPP dads groups/projects
o Family fun day
o Create resource kit for facilitators
→ PROVINCIAL NPP STEERING COMMITTEE
o Continue sharing information and
connecting with diverse community
o Recruit business partners /members
at large

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING FOR YOUR ONGOING SUPPORT:
 To Healthy Child Manitoba for funding the provincial coordination of the program
 To The Public Health Agency of Canada for supporting the program across Canada and Manitoba
 To Regional Health Authorities of Manitoba (RHAM) who is responsible for storage and distribution of
our resources, and to Materials Distribution Agency (MDA) to implement this task
 And, a very special thank you to the staff of Youville Centre for your ongoing support and putting up
with laughter and the occasional quacking noises during trainings!
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NOBODY’S PERFECT PARENTING MANITOBA
Carmen Paterson-Payne | Provincial Coordinator
Office|Cell: 204.231.3208
Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba
Fax: 204.233.1520
Youville Centre 33 Marion St
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0S8
Email: carmen@youville.ca
www.nobodysperfect.ca
@nppmanitoba
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Manitoba
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Manitoba YouTube Channel
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